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Two practical methods are proposed to measure the tortuosity of a porous or permeable material from its tomographic reconstruction. The ﬁrst method is based on the
direct measurement of the shortest distance between two points in the pores, and the
second is based on the geodesic reconstruction of the pore or permeation space.
Unlike the ﬁrst method, the second can be directly applied to gray-tone tomograms,
without the need of a segmentation step. The methods are illustrated with an electron
tomogram of clay/plastic nanocomposite, an X-ray microtomogram of sandstone, and a
series of model morphologies consisting of penetrable random spheres. For the latter
series, the measured tortuosities compare very well with those derived independently
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Introduction
A host of imaging techniques are nowadays available
commercially to investigate the three-dimensional structure
of materials, ranging from the nanometer scale with electron
tomography,1 focused ion beam tomography,2 to the microCorrespondence concerning this article should be addressed to C. J. Gommes at
cedric.gommes@ulg.ac.be.
C 2009 American Institute of Chemical Engineers
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meter scale with X-ray microtomography3 and confocal
microscopy,4 just to mention the more widely known techniques.5 These recent technological progress offer the prospect
of advancing our understanding and control of materials
performance under working conditions, by starting with an
accurate knowledge of their microstructure.
The various imaging techniques provide the users with
three-dimensional gray-tone images, but to make such a
dataset useful, the complex information contained in the 3D
images must be condensed into a few easy-to-handle
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morphological parameters. The purpose of this article is to
present different methods that can be used to estimate the
tortuosity of porous materials from their tomographic reconstruction. In this context, we use the term ‘‘porous material’’
not only for the conventional concept of a material containing open space or voids, but also for a compound material
containing phases with different permeability; the phase with
the highest permeability is then referred to as the pore space.
In porous materials, tortuosity characterizes the sinuosity
and interconnectedness of pore space. It is a concept common to many models that aim at relating macroscopic transport properties of porous materials to their microstructure.6
It is used for phenomena as diverse as molecular diffusion,
ﬂuid permeation, electrical or thermal conduction, and sound
propagation.7 In practice, tortuosity is often an empirical factor that is used to match a posteriori experimental data to a
speciﬁc model. When tortuosity is used for making predictions, crude approximations are generally used. For instance,
in the context of molecular diffusion it is common practice
to equate the tortuosity to the inverse of the porosity.8
Therefore, although the qualitative meaning of tortuosity is
clear, it is a loosely deﬁned quantity. The exact geometrical
meaning of tortuosity in the context of various transport phenomena may be differently dependent, say, on pore size or
the presence of bottlenecks. This article focuses on the
geometrical tortuosity, which is deﬁned as the ratio of the
length of the shortest path connecting two points in the pore
space to the straight line distance between them.
In a ﬁrst section of the article, three-dimensional images
are presented on the basis of which the methods of the article are discussed. The ﬁrst image is an electron tomogram of
a clay/plastic nanocomposite and the second image is an
X-ray tomogram of sandstone. A series of 3D images of
model porous materials with known effective diffusion coefﬁcients is also presented. In a second section, two different
algorithms are proposed and tested to measure the tortuosity.
They are based on numerical tools that are available in the
general purpose engineering software package MatlabV.
Finally, in the discussion section, the relation between the
two measures of tortuosity is derived; it is shown that
tortuosity can be deﬁned in several different ways, all mathematically sound.
The methods proposed in this article can be used to measure a tortuosity parameter from the observed microstructure,
which can then be correlated with macroscopically measured
transport phenomena on one hand, and, e.g., the fabrication
methods on the other hand. As such, these methods can
contribute to a better fundamental understanding of structure–property relationships, which is key to the evaluation or
development of materials.
R

Materials and Methods
Clay/plastic nanocomposite
The ﬁrst example in this study is a clay/plastic nanocomposite which has potential applications in packaging. Exfoliated clay lamellae of a few nanometers thick and tens to
hundreds of nanometers wide are dispersed in a plastic
matrix (in this case ethylene vinyl acetate or EVA) to reduce
gas diffusion through the compound. Electron tomography in
AIChE Journal
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Figure 1. Electron tomography reconstruction of a
clay/plastic nanocomposite: (a) original graytone tomogram (dark 5 clay, gray 5 plastic)
and (b) segmented impermeable clay lamellae.
The physical size of a pixel is 1.6 nm.

STEM-HAADF mode9 was used to image the 3D microstructure at the nanometer level; Figure 1a shows the original gray-tone tomogram of this clay-plastic nanocomposite.
The gray-tone tomogram was segmented to discriminate
between the pixels of the plastic and of the clay phases. This
was done in two steps: (i) First, all pixels with intensity
lower than a given threshold (chosen manually) are said to
belong to the clay lamellae. (ii) After the thresholding, morphological closing was applied10,11 to remove many spurious
holes a few pixels across in the lamellae in the segmented
tomogram. The obtained segmented impermeable clay lamellae tomogram is represented in Figure 1b.

Sandstone
The second example is a porous sandstone (Figure 2a).
Sandstone is a typical reservoir rock for ﬂuids such as water,
oil and gas, and its porosity and permeability are important
factors controlling the amount of ﬂuid in the reservoir, and
the rate at which it can migrate or at which it can be
extracted. This sample consists largely of quartz (SiO2)
grains (gray in Figure 2a), with minor quantities of other
minerals like clay or calcium carbonate (white in Figure 2a).
X-ray micro-tomography12,13 was used to analyze the 3D
microstructure; the 3D reconstruction is shown in Figure 2a.
The gray-tone tomogram was segmented using the same
general methodology as in ‘‘Clay/plastic nanocomposite’’ section. The obtained binary 3D image is represented in Figure 2b.

Fully penetrable sphere model
The last 3D images we shall consider is a series of model
morphologies made up of fully penetrable monodispersed
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Figure 2. X-ray microtomography reconstruction of a sandstone: (a) original gray-tone tomogram (dark 5 pores,
gray 5 quartz, bright 5 carbonate cement) and (b) segmented tomogram.
The physical size of a pixel is 5.72 lm.

spheres, distributed in space according to a 3D Poisson process.13,14 We shall refer to it hereafter as the fully penetrable
sphere model (FPS); the overlapping spheres are considered
to be the solid phase of the porous material. Figure 3 shows
realizations of the model with nominal porosities of 0.2, 0.5,
and 0.8. The porosity is calculated theoretically as
9
8
4
;
:q pR3 >
/ ¼ exp>
3

(1)

where R is the radius of each individual sphere, and q is
density of the associated Poisson point process, i.e., the
average number of spheres per unit volume.13,14 The word
nominal highlights the fact that the actual porosity of a single
realization may differ slightly from the theoretical average
value.
Nine realizations of the FPS model were generated on a
3D grid of size 250  250  250 pixels, with the radius of
each sphere set to R ¼ 7.5 pixels, and q chosen according to
Eq. 1 to yield nominal porosities from / ¼ 0.1 to 0.9, with
a step of 0.1. For a porosity larger than about / ¼ 0.7, the
spheres do not all touch each other (see Figure 3c); this is
not problematic for the purpose of the present article.
Theoretical calculations of the effective diffusivity of a
molecule within the pore space of the FPS model have been
done by Kim and Torquato,15 which enables to assess the

relevance of proposed methodology to transport phenomena.
The effective diffusivity De of a molecule in a porous solid
can be expressed as6–8
De
/
¼ 2
Dm s

(2)

where Dm is the molecular diffusivity unhindered by any pore
wall, / is the porosity, and s is the tortuosity of the pore space.
Inverting Eq. 2, the effective diffusivity can be converted into
a tortuosity: the tortuosity derived from the values of De/Dm
published by Kim and Torquato is plotted as a solid line in
Figure 4. In the literature, the tortuosity is sometimes
introduced in Eq. 2 with an exponent 18; it has to be noted,
however, that in this case, it is merely used as a tortuosity
factor with no precise geometrical interpretation. Arguments
are given in Appendix A, according to which it is the square of
the tortuosity that should enter Eq. 2, if s is to be given a
geometrical meaning.

Results
Tortuosity measurement based on distances
Given two points in the pore space, the geometrical tortuosity is deﬁned as the ratio of LG, the length of the shortest

Figure 3. Realizations of a Poisson sphere model with nominal porosity 0.2 (a), 0.5 (b), and 0.8 (c).
2002
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Figure 4. Relation between tortuosity and porosity of
the Poisson spheres model.
The solid line is the theoretical tortuosity obtained from the
effective diffusivity calculated by Kim and Torquato.14 The
symbols are estimations based on geodesic distance (circles)
and on geodesic reconstruction (square); full and empty
symbols are from the initial and ﬁnal slopes, respectively.

path that connects them and lies entirely within the pore
space, to LE, the straight line distance between them.7 The
subscripts E and G stand for Euclidean and geodesic, which
are the names that these two distances receive in the frame
of morphological image analysis.10,13 A direct way of measuring s would be to choose couples of points in the pore
space of a binary image, and to calculate the geodesic and
Euclidean distances between them. If the distance between
the two points is too short, say, only a few times the average
pore size, the ratio LG/LE may not be relevant to the effective transport properties of the porous material. A more useful and precise deﬁnition of the tortuosity would therefore be
s ¼ lim

LG

LG !1 LE

August 2009 Vol. 55, No. 8

Note that the y coordinate is the Euclidean distance in the
same direction.

(3)

For large values of LG, it can be noted that the locus of all
points at a given geodesic (or Euclidean) distance from
another point is practically a plane surface. Therefore, the
tortuosity can be conveniently measured by comparing the
geodesic and Euclidean distances between planes rather than
points, as illustrated in Figure 5.
Figure 5 shows the geodesic distance from the y ¼ 0
plane of part of the sandstone to any point of its pore space,
using a 6-connectivity of the pixels. Every pixel in the pore
space is characterized by its Euclidean and geodesic distances to the y ¼ 0 plane; let q(LE, LG) be the joint distribution
of LE and LG, such that q dLE dLG be proportional to the
number of points with Euclidean distance in [LE, LE þ dLE]
and geodesic distance in [LG, LG þ dLG]. The joint distribution corresponding to Figure 5 is shown in Figure 6. The distribution is roughly centered on an oblique line, which points
to the fact that LE and LG are linearly correlated. The average value of LG corresponding to a given LE is referred to
hereafter as hLGi. It is deﬁned as
AIChE Journal

Figure 5. Geodesic distance, within the pore space of
the sandstone, from the y 5 0 limit of the
image to any pixel in the pores: the gray tone
of the image corresponds to the shortest
distant within the pore space between any
given point and the y 5 0 plane.

Figure 6. Isolines of the joint distribution q(LE, LG) of
Euclidean (LE) and of geodesic (LG) distances
corresponding to Figure 5: the values shown
are proportional to the decimal logarithm of
the number of pixels with Euclidean distance
in [LE, LE 1 dLE] and geodesic distance in
[LG, LG 1 dLG].
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, Z1

Z1
hLG i ¼

qðLE ; LG ÞLG dLG
0

Figure 7. Assessment of the tortuosity of Poisson
spheres models with various porosities (ranging from 0.1 to 0.9): (a) Relation between geodesic and Euclidean distance, (b) relation
between reconstructed porosity and direct
porosity.
For each realization, six independent measurements are plotted, corresponding to measurements starting from the six
faces of the same cubic tomogram. The solid lines are parabolic ﬁts and the curves are shifted vertically.

qðLE ; LG ÞdLG

(4)

0

The average geodesic distance hLGi is plotted as a function of
LE in Figure 7a, 8a and 9a, for the FPS model, for the
sandstone, and for the clay/plastic composite, respectively.
In the case of the FPS model, the points obtained with the
distances calculated from any of the six external faces of the
tomograms overlap almost perfectly (Figure 7a). The relation
between hLGi and LE is slightly curvilinear. The hLGi vs. LE
curves are ﬁtted with a parabola; the initial and ﬁnal slopes
of which are reported in Figure 4 as full and empty symbols,
respectively.
The tortuosity of the sandstone was measured by cutting
the original tomogram of size 5123 pixels into eight images
of size 2563 pixels. In each image, the geodesic distance was
calculated starting from each of the six possible faces, which
gives a total of 16 estimations in each direction of space.
Each of the three series plotted in Figure 8a is a superposition of 16 independent measurements. A slight downward
deviation in the curves is also observed. The initial slopes of
hLGi vs. LE were estimated via a parabolic ﬁt; they are
reported in Table 1 as s. A similar procedure was used for
the clay/plastic nanocomposite (see Figure 9a); the corresponding values are also reported in Table 1.
Note that for the sandstone, s is the same in all directions
indicating an isotropic porosity. On the other hand, the clay/

Figure 8. Three different measures of the tortuosity of the sandstone, based on (a) the geodesic distance within
the pore space of the segmented image (Figure 4), (b) the geodesic reconstruction of pore space of the
binary image (Figure 10, ﬁrst row), and (c) the geodesic reconstruction of the gray-tone image (Figure 10,
second row).
The three series in each graph correspond to the three orthogonal directions of Figure 2; the curves are arbitrarily shifted vertically.
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Table 1. Different Estimates of the Tortuosity of the Sandstone and of the Clay/Plastic Composite, in the Three Orthogonal
Directions of Figures 3 and 4
Sandstone
s
sr
s0r

Clay/Plastic Composite

x

y

z

x

y

z

1.42  0.01
1.48  0.04
1.71  0.05

1.40  0.01
1.40  0.03
1.59  0.04

1.40  0.02
1.47  0.04
1.67  0.06

1.19  0.02
1.20  0.02
1.06  0.003

1.06  0.01
1.05  0.01
1.03  0.001

1.09  0.01
1.10  0.01
1.04  0.002

The values are expressed as mean  standard error of the mean. s, tortuosity based on distances; sr, tortuosity based on binary reconstruction; sr0 , tortuosity
based on gray-tone reconstruction.

plastic nanocomposite is anisotropic, with s ca. 10% higher
in the x-direction as compared to the y- and z-directions.

Tortuosity measurement based on geodesic
reconstruction
The method presented in ‘‘Tortuosity measurement based
on distances’’ section can only be used on segmented tomograms, on which geodesic distances can be deﬁned. The starting point of the measurements has to be a binary image as in
Figures 1b and 2b, which requires preliminary processing
steps. The segmentation step can be very dependent on the
user’s subjectivity, in the choice of an intensity threshold, in
the criteria that are used to remove spurious objects, etc. In the
present section, we propose a method to measure the tortuosity
on the gray-tone tomograms themselves (i.e., directly from
Figures 1a and 2a) without the need of any preprocessing step.
We will ﬁrst describe the principle of geodesic reconstruction
for binary images, and then expand it to gray-tone images.
Let us consider the geodesic reconstruction of the pore
space, starting from one limit of the tomogram. The notion
of geodesic reconstruction is summarized in appendix B, and
it is illustrated in Figure 10 on the same tomogram as used
in Figure 5. Because the pores are tortuous, their geodesic
reconstruction progresses through the tomogram slower than

what may be called a direct reconstruction (the limit of
which is shown by a transparent plane in Figure 10). The
more tortuous the pore space, the slower the reconstruction.
A quantitative link with the tortuosity can be made on the
basis of the single narrow and tortuous pore sketched in Figure
11. The relation between the geodesic distance LG along the
pore and the Euclidean distance LE along the same pore is
ZLE
LG ¼

dlE
cosðhÞ

(5)

0

where h is the local angle between the direction of the pore and
the direction along which the Euclidean distance is measured.
From Eq. 3, one has
1
s ¼ lim
LE !1 LE

ZLE
0

dlE
¼
cosðhÞ




1
cosðhÞ

(6)

where the brackets denote the average value. Therefore, the
tortuosity can be thought of as the average of the reciprocal
director cosine of the pores.

Figure 9. Three different measures of the tortuosity of the clay/plastic composite based on (a) the geodesic
distance within the plastic phase of the segmented image (Figure 4), (b) the geodesic reconstruction of
plastic phase of the binary image (Figure 10, ﬁrst row), and (c) the geodesic reconstruction of the graytone image (Figure 10, second row).
The three series in each graph correspond to the three orthogonal directions of Figure 1; the curves are arbitrarily shifted vertically.
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Figure 10. Geodesic reconstruction of the pore space of the sandstone starting from the y 5 0 limit of the image:
binary reconstruction (top row) and gray-tone reconstruction (bottom row).
The y coordinate of the transparent plane is the number of reconstruction steps at each stage; the plane would be the limit of the reconstructed volume if the tortuosity were equal to 1.

A binary reconstruction is done by adding repeatedly a
1-pixel-thick layer to the reconstructed pore space, as
illustrated in Figure 11a for a geodesic reconstruction, and in
Figure 11b for a so-called direct reconstruction. Because the
geodesic reconstruction always progresses in the local
direction of the pore, the volume of the reconstructed pore
(expressed in pixels) after n geodesic dilations is
VG ðnÞ ¼ S?  n

(7)

where S? is the cross section area, that is constant all along the
pore. A similar reasoning applies to the direct reconstruction
(Figure 11b) but the relevant area is S//, parallel to the starting
plane of reconstruction. As S// depends on the local orientation
of the pore, one has
 
VD ðnÞ ¼ S==  n

where hS//i is the value of S// averaged all along the pore. From
Figure 11c one finds easily that hS//i ¼ S?h1/cos(h)i.
Combined with Eq. 6, the latter result shows that the slope
of the VD(n) vs. VG(n) curve can also serve as a measure of the
tortuosity; we shall refer to it as sr
sr ¼

Figure 11. Sketches (a) of the geodesic reconstruction
and (b) of the direct reconstruction of a narrow tortuous pore.
Useful symbols are deﬁned in (c), notably the local director angle h, and the areas S? and S// of the cross sections
of the pore in the directions perpendicular to the geodesic
and direct reconstructions, respectively.

2006
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(8)

VD ðnÞ
VG ðnÞ

(9)

where the subscript r stands for reconstruction. The reasoning
leading to Eq. 9 is based on the simplified situation of Figure
11; a more general relation between sr and s, valid for any pore
structure, is derived in ‘‘Nonuniqueness of the tortuosity’’
section.
Figures 7b, 8b, and 9b plot the VG vs. VD curves for the
FPS models, for the sandstone, and for the clay/plastic composite, respectively. For the geodesic reconstruction, a 6-connectivity of the pixels was assumed. The reconstructed and
direct volumes are both normalized to the total volume of
the image, so that they correspond to porosities. In
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particular, the largest normalized value of VD in the ﬁgures
is the actual porosity of the solids. In the same way as for
LG vs. LE, a slight deviation from linearity is observed. The
tortuosities of the FPS models, determined from the initial
and ﬁnal slopes, are plotted in Figure 4 as full and empty
symbols. For the sandstone and for the clay/plastic composite, only the initial slope is reported in Table 1 as sr. Again,
it is evident that the clay/plastic nanocomposite is anisotropic.
The tortuosity based on the geodesic reconstruction can be
measured on gray-tone tomograms directly, without having
to segment the tomograms into solid space and pore space.
The principle of gray-tone geodesic reconstruction is
described in appendix B, and it is illustrated in Figures
10a2–c2. This ﬁgure is based on the negative of the tomogram, such that the pore space is bright and the solid phase
is dark. The volume of a gray-tone image is deﬁned as the
sum of the intensity of all its pixels; we shall use the notations V D(n) and V G(n). By analogy with Eq. 9, the gray-tone
tortuosity sr0 is deﬁned as
VD ðnÞ
sr 0 ¼ 
VG ðnÞ

(10)

Figures 8c and 9c are the V D(n) vs. GD(n) plots resulting from
the gray-tone reconstructions of the sandstone and of the clay/
plastic composite. In the case of the sandstone, the intensity of
the tomograms was inverted first, as in Figure 10, to make the
pore space bright (with high intensities) and the solid phase
dark (with low intensities). For the clay/plastic tomogram, the
contrast was already set such that the bright phase represents
the more permeable plastic phase, the tortuosity of which is to
be determined. The corresponding average values of sr0 are
reported in Table 1 together with the standard error of the
mean. The anisotropy of the clay/plastic nanocomposite is less
pronounced in this case.

Discussion
Finite size effects
The origin of the downward bend in the curves of hLGi
vs. LE (notably in Figures 7a and 8a) can be found in the ﬁnite size of the tomograms. For instance, in the case of the
sandstone in Figure 5 not all pore points at Euclidean distance y ¼ 200 pixels can be reached from a pore path that
starts at y ¼ 0 pixels. The pore paths that connect the y ¼ 0
plane to these points are so tortuous that they exit the range
of the tomogram. Therefore, the points that would most contribute to increase hLGi are simply ignored, which leads to a
negative bias in the estimation of the tortuosity.
This is seen even more clearly in the joint distribution
q(LE, LG) of the Euclidean and geodesic distances (Figure
6). For low LE, q exhibits features in which LG is negatively
correlated with LE; these features correspond to dead-end
pores that point towards y ¼ 0. They contribute to increase
hLGi at low LE, but they are spuriously absent for large values of LE because the distant dead-end pores that point toward y ¼ 0 cannot be reached by a path that lies entirely
within the tomogram. The distant dead-ends are therefore
ignored in the statistics.
AIChE Journal
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The bend in the VR vs. VD curves, seen in Figures 7b and
8b, has the same origin. It leads to an underestimation of the
tortuosity over large distances. For that reason, the tortuosity
was estimated from the initial slopes of the curves, via a parabolic ﬁt. The difference between the empty and full symbols in Figure 4 is therefore a ﬁnite size effect.

Nonuniqueness of the tortuosity
Heuristic arguments were given in ‘‘Tortuosity measurement based on geodesic reconstruction’’ section for the
equality of s and sr in the case of a simple pore structure
made up of a collection of non connected narrow tortuous
pores. Any real porous structure is more complex, with interconnected pores of various sizes. In the present section, we
ﬁrst derive a general relation between s and sr, based on the
joint probability distribution of LE and LG.
All the morphological information relevant to the tortuosity is contained in the joint distribution q(LE, LG) of the Euclidean and geodesic distances, an example of which is
given in Figure 6. The possible functional form or q(LE, LG)
is constrained by two general considerations about the homogeneity of the material. First, in the case where LE is a distance from a plane (as e.g. in Figure 5) homogeneity
requires that the total number of pore pixels per unit area S
of the starting plane be equal to the porosity /, independently of LE. This implies
Z1
qðLG ; LE ÞdLG ¼ S/

(11)

0

Second, the assumption of large scale homogeneity of the
material is tantamount to assuming that—for values of LE
much larger than the pore size, the sphere diameter in the FPS
model, etc.—the pore space possesses no characteristic length
scale. Therefore, dimensional arguments demand that the
dependence of q on LE and LG be only through their ratio
LG/LE. Together with Eq. 11, the latter argument implies that
the only possible functional form of q is
8 9
S/ >LG >
f: ;
qðLG ; LE Þ ¼
LE
LE

(12)

where f isR a function characteristic of the pore structure,
1
satisfying 0 f (x)dx ¼ 1. As the geodesic distance cannot be
smaller than the Euclidean distance, f also satisfies f(x) ¼ 0 for
x \ 1.
From Eqs. 4 and 12, the average geodesic distance hLGi is
found to be equal to
Z1
hLG i ¼ LE

x f ð xÞ dx

(13)

1

which enables to identify the tortusoity s with the first moment
of f. As for the reconstruction tortuosity sr, one has to note first
that the pore volume resulting from n direct reconstruction
steps is
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Z1

Zn
VD ð n Þ ¼

dLG qðLG ; LE Þ

dLE

(14)

LE

0

which, from Eq. 11, simply implies VD(n) ¼ / S n. To relate the
volume of the geodesic reconstruction VG(n) to q(LE , LG), let us
remark that the geodesic distance at a given point is equal to the
number of geodesic dilations needed for the reconstructed set to
reach that point. Put mathematically, this means
Zn
VG ð n Þ ¼

VG ðnÞ ¼ SnI0 þ DI VG ðnÞ

dLE qðLG ; LE Þ
0

Z1

1
f ð xÞ dx
x

1  s r0  sr

Gray-tone tortuosity
We now analyze how the contrast and the background
level of the gray-tone tomograms inﬂuence the estimated
value of the reconstruction tortuosity sr0 . Let us ﬁrst recall
that it is the tortuosity of the brightest phase that is estimated, so that the solid phase has the lowest intensity I0,
and the pore space has a higher intensity, say I0 þDI where
DI is a positive contrast. The intensity I(x) of the gray-tone
image at any spatial position x is modeled as
(17)

where U(x) is the indicator function of the pores [e.g., Ref. 14],
which takes the value 1 in the pores, and 0 in the solid phase.
The volume of a gray-tone image is the sum of the intensity of
all its pixels. In the case of a direct reconstruction of an image
with intensity given by Eq. 17, the reconstructed volume after
n direct steps is
VD ðnÞ ¼ Sn½I0 þ DI/

(21)

(16)

1

IðxÞ ¼ I0 þ DI UðxÞ

(20)

A general conclusion that can be drawn from Eq. 20 is

which, combined with Eq. 9, enables us to identify 1/sr with
the moment of order 1 of f.
In the case of a porous material characterized by a very
peaked function f, the two measures of the tortuosity s and
sr are very similar. The narrow and independent tortuous
pores of Figure 11 are characterized by f(x) ¼ d(x  s),
where d is Dirac’s function. In that particular case s ¼ sr, in
agreement with the heuristic arguments of ‘‘Tortusity measurement based on geodesic reconstruction’’ section. In general, however, the two estimates have no reason to coincide.
In the case of the sandstone, sr is slightly larger than s
(Table 1), while in the case of the FPS model (Figure 4) the
opposite is observed.

(18)

where / is the porosity. Equation 18 reduces to the binary
expression derived from Eq. 14 for I0 ¼ 0 and DI ¼ 1, as it
should.
DOI 10.1002/aic

sr0
1 þ / DI=I0
¼
sr sr þ / DI=I0

(15)

Combining Eqs. 12, 14, and 15 leads to
VG ðnÞ
¼
VD ðnÞ

(19)

Combining Eqs. 9, 10, 18, and 19 leads to the following relation
between the gray-tone tortuosity sr0 and the binary tortuosity sr

Z1
dLG

0

2008

For estimating the volume of the gray-tone geodesic
reconstruction after n steps, it has to be noted that the reconstruction of the background intensity is not hindered by the
presence of tortuous pores, because the latter have a larger
intensity. Accordingly, one has

which means that, provided the gray-tone image intensity
obeys Eq. 17, the gray-tone tortuosity should underestimate
the actual tortuosity. In Eq. 21, the lower limit is attained for
small values of / DI/I0, i.e., for poorly contrasted tomograms;
the upper limit is attained for large values of / DI/I0, i.e., for
low values of the background intensity I0. The present analysis
helps understanding the values of sr found for the clay/plastic
composite (Table 1). The low contrast, in agreement with Eq.
20, leads to severe underestimation of sr that also contributes
to mask the anisotropy of the material. Another conclusion
drawn from Eq. 20 is that the detrimental effect of a low
contrast becomes worse if the material has a low porosity.
For the sandstone, the fact that the gray-tone tortuosity is
larger than the binary tortuosity points to a fact that has not
been taken into account for deriving Eq. 20. Any real image
is characterized by a point spread function, so that the transition of tomogram intensity between the pore and solid is not
as sharp as assumed by Eq. 17. In particular, the intensity in
pores that are only a few pixels thick is expected to be intermediate between I0 and I0 þ DI. According to the threshold
used to segment the tomogram, these pores can be arbitrarily
left open or closed, which may have a signiﬁcant impact on
the binary tortuosity. For the gray-tone tortuosity, however,
these pores are naturally considered to be half closed and
half open. As the real pores are open, by deﬁnition, the point
spread function is expected to bias the gray-tone tortuosity
towards larger values. This is likely the reason for the differences between sr and sr0 for the sandstone (Table 1). No
such effect is observed for the clay/plastic composite
because the distance between neighboring clay lamellae is
much larger than the pixel size.

Relevance of a purely geometrical tortuosity
The ﬁrst question about tortuosity is whether it is mathematically well deﬁned. For instance, if the relation between
Euclidean and geodesic distances had not been linear, the
question of the proportionality constant between LG and LE
would have made no sense. It has been shown in ‘‘Nonuniqueness of the tortuosity’’ section that a material that is
homogeneous on a relatively large scale is characterized by
a joint distribution of the form of Eq. 12, which guarantees
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that tortuosity can be well deﬁned. However, there is no
unique deﬁnition of tortuosity. The two tortuosities s and sr
measured in this article are related through
Z1
s¼

x f ð xÞ dx and
1

1
¼
sr

Z1

1
f ð xÞ dx
x

(22)

1

and the two values coincide only for very peaked functions
f(x), which is the case for very simple porous structures as the
one sketched in Figure 11. When using the simple concept of
tortuosity, the complex morphological information contained
in f(x) is condensed into a single numerical factor.
The second question about tortuosity concerns the relevance of the proposed measures of tortuosity for the prediction of transport properties in porous materials. As discussed
in the introduction, the tortuosity that is dealt with in this paper is purely geometrical. It is based on the length of the
shortest path between two points in a pore network, irrespective of the possible pore constrictions. In the case of diffusion and of electrical conduction, the transport across a
given section is proportional to the area of that section, so
that bottleneck effects are expected to play an important
role. This may explain why both s and sr underestimate the
diffusional tortuosity of the FPS model at intermediate porosity (see full symbols in Figure 4).
The underestimation is expected to be more critical for
ﬂuid permeability; the no-slip boundary condition of the
ﬂuid on the pore wall results in the transport being proportional to the square of the section area.7 In this context,
some authors propose to deﬁned tortuosity as a weighted average using the volumetric ﬂow along each streamline as a
weighting factor,16 which may lead to signiﬁcantly larger
values that the approach presented here. For many materials,
however, the tortuosity determined from electrical conductivity (which is expected to be the same as from diffusion) enables a quantitative prediction of ﬂuid permeability.17
These considerations notwithstanding, the estimated values
of the tortuosity (both s and sr) correlate globally very well
with the effective diffusion coefﬁcients for the series of FPS
models of various densities (Figure 2). Despite the simplicity
of the model, FPS is known to be a realistic model of the
morphology of consolidated media such as sandstones and
sintered materials.14,18 Therefore, the estimation of tortuosity
according to the methods presented in this article may well
provide a useful link between microstructure and macroscopic
transport for a large class of materials. In addition, the graytone tortuosity can also be used in the analysis of compounds
where the phases have different, but all ﬁnite, permeabilities.

Conclusions
We have presented two different methods for measuring
the tortuosity of porous solids from their tomographic reconstruction. The ﬁrst method is based on the direct comparison
of the geodesic and Euclidean distances calculated from any
pore pixel to any limit of the tomogram. The second method
is based on the geodesic reconstruction of the pore space of
the tomogram, starting from any of its limits. The ﬁrst method
is restricted to binary tomograms; it therefore requires a preliminary segmentation step by which the user deﬁnes explicitly which pixels belong to the pore and solid phases of the
material. The method based on geodesic reconstruction is
AIChE Journal
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more general; it can be applied to gray-tone tomograms without any segmentation step. In the case of a simple structure
made up of nonconnected narrow pores, the two methods give
the same result. For more complex and realistic structures,
however, the two measures of the tortuosity are different.
The fact that tortuosity can be measured in different ways
points to the fact that its mathematical deﬁnition is not
unique. A complete description of the sinuosity of pore space
is given by the joint statistical distribution of Euclidean and
geodesic distances, which—under the general hypothesis of
material’s homogeneity—can be described with a single function as f(LG/LE). When different methods are used to measure
the tortuosity from the tomograms, the complex information
contained in f(LG/LE) is condensed differently into a single
number, in a predictable way. Furthermore, when tortuosity is
measured on gray-tone tomograms, the effect of low contrast
and low resolution of the imaging technique can also be
understood: a low contrast leads to an underestimation of the
tortuosity; a low resolution leads to an overestimation.
The tortuosity dealt within the article is a geometrical tortuosity that is insensitive to the constriction effects that can
play an important role in transport phenomena. For practical
purposes, however, the tortuosities measured in this article
compare very well with effective diffusion coefﬁcients, in
the case of realistic morphological models of a large class of
porous materials. Therefore, not only can the methods proposed in this article help identifying the determinants of
measured transport properties, but they may also prove useful for predicting transport properties from the tomographic
reconstruction of the materials.
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Equation 2 of the main text, which relates the effective diffusivity in a porous solid to the tortuosity, is different from
that found in several textbooks (e.g., Ref. 8) as it contains the
square of the tortuosity. In most cases, this imprecision is not
detrimental because tortuosity is commonly treated as a numerical factor, and no attempt is done to give it a precise geometrical meaning. In this appendix, we show that Eq. 2 of the
main text is correct if the tortuosity is to be interpreted as the
ratio of the diffusive path lengths to the straight length across
the solid. We give two different arguments. The ﬁrst is based
on stationary diffusion in a particular pore structure; the second is not limited to any particular pore structure and it is
based on transient diffusion.
Following Satterﬁed,8 let us imagine a vertical slab of
thickness L, cut out of a simpliﬁed porous solid made up of
cylindrical pores of cross section X, all having an angle h
with the direction perpendicular to the slab. The length of
each pore is therefore L0 ¼ L/cos(h). Let there be n such pores
per unit surface of the slab. The porosity is easily found to be
(A1)

If a concentration difference Dc in any molecule is set across
the slab, each pore will individually contribute to transport a
molar ﬂow of
N ¼ XDm

Dc
L0

(A2)

where Dm is the molecular diffusion coefﬁcient. The total
macroscopic molar ﬂow is obtained by summing over all
pores, which introduces simply a factor n in Eq. A2. Combining Eqs. A1 and A2 leads to
X
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Dm
ðL0 =LÞ2

Dc
L

t  ðL0 Þ =Dm
2

(A4)

where L0 is the actual distance the molecules have to diffuse
along, and Dm is the diffusion coefﬁcient inside the pores. If
we wish to describe the same experiment with an effective
diffusion coefﬁcient De through the material ignoring the
tortuous path of the molecule, we would write
t  L2 =De

Appendix A: Arguments for the Exponent of
Tortuosity in Eq. 2

L0
/ ¼ nX
L

which enables us to identify /Dm(L/L0 )2 with the effective
diffusion coefﬁcient. The ratio L0 /L is nothing but the
tortuosity; it appears here naturally with exponent 2, in
agreement with Eq. 2 of the main text.
The second argument is more general. It is based on the fact
that the time needed for a molecule to diffuse over a given distance scales with the square of that distance (e.g., Bird et al.,
Transport Phenomena, New York, Wiley, 1960). Taking a slab
of porous material of thickness L, and increasing suddenly the
concentration of any molecule on one side, the concentration
on the other side will start increasing after a time

(A3)

(A5)

where L is the thickness of the slab. As the time t needed
for the molecules to make their way through the slab does
not depend on the modeling methodology, the comparison of
Eqs. A4 and A5, lead to
8 92
De
L
;
: >
>
(A6)
L0
Dm
which shows that the effective diffusion coefﬁcient is proportional to the square of the tortuosity. The reason why the
porosity / does not appear in Eq. A6 is that it is based only
on the time needed for a molecule to travel across the material and not about how many molecules are involved.

Appendix B: Geodesic Distance and Geodesic
Reconstruction
Geodesic distance
The geodesic distance between two points belonging to a
given set is the length of the shortest path between these two
points that is included in the set.9,11 This is illustrated in
Figure B1 in the case of a model image obtained by randomly
dropping disks in an image (Figure B1, a), which is the 2D
equivalent of the FPS model of the main text (Figure 3).
The Euclidean distance between any pixel in the white
phase and the left limit of the image is measured as the
crow ﬂies, i.e. possibly across the black phase (Figure B1,
b). It does not depend on the geometry of the black and
white phases. The Geodesic distance between any point of
the white phase and the left limit of the image is the length
of the shortest path from the left limit of the image to that
point within the white phase. It is the length of the shortest
path that avoids the black phase (Figure B1, c).
The geodesic distance between two points is therefore
generally larger than the Euclidean distance; both distances
are equal only if there exists a straight path between the two
points, within the white phase.
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Figure B1. Binary image (a), and the Euclidean (b) and geodesic (c) distances from each white pixel to the leftmost
limit of the image.
The Euclidean distance is the shortest distance across the white and black zones, and the geodesic distance is the shortest distance within
the white region.

Geodesic reconstruction
The principle of geodesic reconstruction is illustrated in
Figure B2, in the case of a 44 pixels gray-tone image (Figure B2, i). The intensity of an image is synonymous to its
luminosity: bright pixels correspond to large intensities and
dark pixels to low intensities. For images coded on 8 bits,
the intensity ranges from 0 (black) to 255 (white). There are
4 different intensities in image i of Figure B2: 10 (dark
gray), 50 (gray), 150 (bright gray), and 255 (white).
Every individual step of the geodesic reconstruction, from
image r0 to r1, from r1 to r2, and so forth, is a geodesic dilation; it consists in the subsequent dilation of the image by a
given structuring element SE (symbolized by  SE), and its
intersection with the original image (symbolized by \), as
explained hereafter. The starting image for the geodesic
reconstruction (Figure B2, r0) is the leftmost column of
image i.
The dilation of a gray-tone image by a structuring element
SE is obtained in the following way. The structuring element
SE is moved in the image; for every possible position of SE,
the intensity of the pixel in the center of SE is replaced by
the largest intensity of the image all over SE. For an image
digitized on a square grid of pixels, a convenient structuring

element is a cross containing 5 pixels, as in Figure B2. In
that ﬁgure, d1 is obtained by dilating r0 by SE, d2 is obtained
by dilating r1 by SE, and so forth.
Intersecting two gray-tone images consists in keeping,
pixel by pixel, the lowest value of both images, i.e., the
darkest intensity. In Figure B2, r1 is the intersection of d1
and i, r2 is the intersection of d2 and i, and so forth. In the
particular case of two binary images, with only possible
values 0 and 1, this coincides with the classical deﬁnition of
the intersection of two sets, as the intersection takes the
value 1 if and only if the two intersected images have the
value 1 at that pixel.
The geometrical interpretation of the geodesic reconstruction is clear when looking at Figure B2, from r0 to r4. The
bright zone is propagated and when a darker zone is met,
only the darkest intensity encountered can be propagated
further. For instance, the white pixel in the upper right
corner is never recovered in the reconstruction because it is
surrounded by dark pixels.
In the particular case of a binary image, the geodesic
reconstruction can be used to measure a geodesic distance.
This is illustrated in the ﬁrst row of Figure B3, in which the
same binary image as in Figure B1 is reconstructed. The

Figure B2. Principle of gray-tone geodesic reconstruction: each geodesic dilation consists in the dilation of the
image by a structuring element SE, followed by the intersection of the dilated image d with the original
image i.
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Figure B3. Progressive geodesic reconstruction of a binary (a) and of a gray-tone (b) images.
The images in a1 (b1), a2 (b2), and a3 (b3) were obtained after 70, 140, and 210 geodesic dilations.

geodesic distance from the left limit of the image to any
white pixel can be deﬁned as the number of geodesic dilations needed for the reconstructed area to reach that pixel. It
is readily checked that the white pixels in Figure B3 a1 (a2,
a3) coincide with the pixels of Figure B1 c in which the distance is lower than 70 (140, 210).
Unlike the geodesic distance that is deﬁned for binary
images only, the geodesic reconstruction can be applied to
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gray-tone images as well (second row of Figure B3). The
gray-tone image in Figure B3 b was obtained from the binary image in Figure A3 a by replacing every pixel by the
average intensity over a 9  9 pixels neighborhood. The geodesic reconstruction of the latter image from its leftmost
limit is illustrated in Figure B3 b1 to b3.
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